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Kisame sword images

A background or background (also known as a desktop wallpaper, desktop background, desktop image, or desktop image on computers) is a digital image (photo, drawing, etc.) that is used as a decorative background of a graphical user interface on the screen of a computer, mobile communications device, or other
electronic device. On a computer it is usually for the desktop, while on a mobile phone it is usually the background for the 'home' or 'idle' screen. Although most devices come with a standard image, users can usually change them to custom files of their choice. A mobile wallpaper is a computer wallpaper format to fit a
mobile device, such as a mobile phone, personal digital assistant or digital audio player. The height is often greater than or equal to the width. Wallpapers can usually be downloaded at no cost from different websites for modern phones (such as those with Android, iOS, or Windows Phone operating systems). Modern
smartphones allow users to use photos from the web; or photos taken with a phone's camera can be set as wallpaper. Wallpaper images are usually copyrighted as many other digital images found on the internet There is currently no text in this page. You search for this page title on other pages or search the related
logs, but you don't have permission to create this page. All items (26) 1024x768 Kisame Hoshigaki Wallpaper&gt; 1920x1200 Kisame Hoshigaki Wallpaper&gt; 1280x1024 Kisame Hoshigaki image Kisame HD wallpaper and background photo&gt; 1600x1200 Kisame Hoshigaki HD Wallpaper and Background Image&gt;
786x1017 Kisame By GONY 04. Shinra Tensi. Naruto, Naruto&gt; 1280x960 Kisame Wallpaper&gt; 824x1000 Hoshigaki Kisame - NARUTO - Zerochan Anime Image Board&gt; 1024x768 Kisame Wallpaper HD. Wallpaper One Piece&gt; 1280x720 Itachi &amp; Kisame Wallpaper&gt; 1920x1080 Kisame HD
Wallpaper&gt; 1024x768 Kisame Wallpaper&gt; 1 283x720 Kisame Hoshigaki image Kisame HD wallpaper and background photo&gt; 1024x768 Wallpaper Website Large: Naruto: Kisame&gt; 1600x1200 Kisame Wallpaper. Kisame Wallpaper, Kisame&gt; 1283x720 Kisame Hoshigaki image Kisame HD wallpaper and
background photo&gt; 1332x850 Wallpaper sword, teeth, grin, ninja, Akatsuki, Naruto Shippuden&gt; 1600x1200 Hoshigaki Kisame - NARUTO - Wallpaper - Zerochan Anime Image&gt; 800x1000 Kisame Hoshigaki Wallpaper. &gt; 855x1220 Kisame Hoshigaki Respect Thread - Gen. Discussion&gt; 970x824 Kisame
Hoshigaki Shark Form Wallpaper - Best Naruto Wallpaper&gt; 1920x1080 1920x1080px Kisame Wallpaper&gt; &gt; &lt;2&gt; &lt;0&gt; 1283x720 Kisame Hoshigaki image Kisame HD wallpaper and background photo&gt; 1920x1080 Kisame Hoshigaki at Nexus - mods and community&gt; 2132x5800 Hoshi gaki kisame



HD wallpaper&gt; 1191x670 Naruto Kisame Wallpaper #traffic Club&gt; 1024x768 Kisame Wallpaper, image collections of wallpaper&gt; 1032x774 Kisame x Itachi. Kisame and Itachi from daxtee. It's&gt; 35 1 0 Follow us for regular updates on Awesome New Wallpapers! 27 1 0 0 1 0 44 1 0 26 1 0 13 1 0 63 1 0 70 1 0
40 1 0 54 0 11 11 0 42 1 0 24 1 00 00 54 1 0 13 1 0 26 1 0 10 1 0 9 1 0 22 1 19 1 0 16 1 0 18 1 0 179 1 0 7 1 1 1 1 0 33 1 0 23 1 0 20 1 21 1 0 8 1 0 7 0 12 0 0 0 22 2 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 1 0 10 1 0 6 1 0 10 10 15 1 0 16 1 0 6 1 0 1 0 0 0 6 1 0 12 1 0 8 1 0 Windows : Choose your wallpaper first. Just below the image you
will see a button that says 'Download'. You'll also see the resolution of your screen, which we've come up with for you. When you click the download button, the background image is saved, probably in your downloads folder. Find the image on your computer, right-click it, and then click set as desktop background. Now all
you have to do is enjoy your new wallpaper! Mac: Find a wallpaper you love and click on the blue download button just below. Then click Apple Menu &gt; System Preferences &gt; Desktop &amp; Screen Saver &gt; Desktop. On your computer, find the downloaded image and click on the photo. Now go back to your
desktop and admire your new wallpaper! iPhone/iPad: Select a nice wallpaper and click the yellow download button below the image. Then tap the image and hold it for a few seconds. Then choose Save image in the options below, go to your photos, and find the image you just downloaded. Use the share button (looks
like an arrow that bends out of a box), and then select the use as a background button. Now that you crop or arrange the image as you wish; If it looks perfect, tap 'set'. All you have to do is select whether you want the image to be your lock screen, home screen, or both. . . . and enjoy! Android: Choose one of our many
beautiful wallpapers and download it by clicking on the yellow download button just below the image. Then open your gallery/photo app and open the Download folder from there, where you'll see the image you just downloaded. Click the image, look at the upper-right corner, and then click the menu button (three vertical
dots). In the menu options, choose set as a background. Now decide whether you want to use your new background as a background on the Start screen, lock screen, or both, and choose the right option. You will be able to manipulate the image as desired; if you're 100 percent satisfied with the way it looks, click on 'set
as wallpaper', then go back to your home screen and let yourself be dazzle! Image not available forColor: Many of the most popular shonen and signalling anime/manga series inspire some lovingly crafted fan art, and that includes one of Shonen Jump's famous big three, Naruto. This series has all kinds of colorful
characters and memorable moments that are ripe for fan art and cosplay, from 7 to the Akatsuki and Gaara of the Sand. The Akatsuki organization is one of the favorite rogue groups of the anime community, and each member is deadly and and The first two to appear were Itachi Uchiha and Kisame Hoshigaki, and sure
enough, there is an abundance of wonderful fan art with these villains. Kisame lasted longer in the story than Itachi did, and he had some adventures all on his own. How about a great art fan who puts the spotlight on this shark-like threat? 10 Shredder The first entry in the Kisame fan art gallery is a fierce one, and it is
clear that Kisame has finished playing. Like many anime villains, Kisame has been willing to toy with his opponents for a while and have some fun, but he will run out of patience eventually. In this beautiful color drawing by artist kankuro-san, Kisame is striking a cool pose, and his yellow eyes are fixed right on target,
while Samehada's bandages fly off in torn scraps. Everything about this piece suggests bloodlust and cruelty, shark style. 9 Feeling Blue In the right ways, that is. Kisame is actually feeling pretty good right now, and he looks more confident than ever in this piece by artist Camila Y. Breda. Kisame's element is the ocean,
of course, and he feels like a top predator today. The churning water, moody rain clouds, the eerie lighting, and of course, Kisame's ferocious expression all set the tone for this piece, and this is the perspective of someone who just took a dip in the wrong water. Anyone who sees this face is almost shredded. 8 Diving
lessons Since he first appeared, Kisame has a distinct shark theme, from his blue skin and sharp teeth to the gill-like spots on his face. He also used water shark jutsus during his first on-screen fight, but he can do more. If things go wrong, Kisame can change into a shark-like shape, as depicted by artist AiKawaiiChan in
this lovingly detailed piece of fan art. Given the dimensions of this piece and the gold frame, it looks rather like a trading card, or a tarot card. Kisame belongs in every powerful deck. 7 Marauder Next up is this fan artwork by artist RoxySpaulding, and in it, Kisame is looking more ferocious than ever. He may not be in his
ultimate shark form right now, but this piece alludes to his predatory nature in more ways than one. Kisame is slim but tough in this image, and his fingers end up in claw-like nails and his whole body is angular and sharp. As if that wasn't enough, his wild, pointed hair and the semi-exposed Samehada add even more
points to this image, matching the many pointed teeth of a shark. 6 Leering At You Now Kisame is getting up close and personal, and no one wants a monster when he gets so close to their face. It seems that Kisame is about to interrogate or intimidate his victim, and will probably work too. Artist DanteCyberMan opted
for an eerily realistic look this time, from the pale blue quality of Kisame's skin (and all those details) to his lifelike eyes and those teeth that look sharp enough to bite bite Viewer. Kisame has never looked so good... and this disturbing. 5 I Found You At first, it would be tempting to say that Kisame is out of his element,
and he's not that scary in this environment. Instead of the ocean, he is in a sun-drenched forest in winter, an institution that fits more traditional ninja techniques and strategies. But don't underestimate Kisame Hoshigaki. Artist agus sw, like some other artists in this gallery, depicted Kisame from the victim's point of view,
and given that hungry glare on Kisame's face, he has the upper hand, and he is about to deliver a deadly shark bite. 4 Misty Menace Does this piece give anyone a distinct Halloween feeling? After all, Kisame is a good monster, and he can intimidate anyone, day or night. He's a ninja above all else, and this means he
can strike at night, in the fog, where no one can see him coming. Besides, Kisame comes from the Hidden Mist Village, and artist Lee-nus wanted to pay tribute to Kisame's heritage. He's a rogue ninja now, but he never forgets his affinity for fog and water jutsu, and the fog effect and cloud-darkened moon are the right
touches to the mood here. 3 Practice session Kisame is looking a little more casual this time around. He doesn't stalk in the fog or try to scare someone, but at the other end everyone has to have some time to themselves. Kisame, like everyone else, wants to practice their technique. In this fan art of artist psychodoll-
behindyou, Kisame is just dressed, and he's ready to take a few practice swings with Samehada to keep those skills sharp. Interestingly, he has a distinct comic book look in this piece, like something from DC or Marvel. 2 Ocean Prince This ninth entry in the gallery, courtesy of artist AkubakaArts, shows Kisame in a
more regal and dignified way, and this creates a fresh new take on the character. He doesn't look like a monster, but more like a princely and elegant figure. He is the prince of the high seas, and every body of water is like his court. Kisame has a more human look in this, from his slim and toned physique to his angular
face and relaxed but arrogant expression. Even the red clouds on his Akatsuki cloak look chic. 1 Cyberpunk Kisame The last item, by artist SOLYNK, puts a very fresh spin on the character. It's interesting to see Kisame as some kind of prince or drawn in a Western comic style, but what if he had an urban, almost
cyberpunk look? That's a new concept for Kisame. As usual, Kisame is a nightmarish beast, and his affinity for the ocean is made clear with that cold rain and the shark logo on that neon sign. Meanwhile, half of Kisame's bathed in blue light, while the other half is reddish-magenta, alluding to blood in the waters ... or the
lights of a police cruiser. UP NEXT: Naruto: 10 Things That Were Changed for The American Public Next Naruto: 10 Ninja With the Worst Chakra Control Related Related Lists naruto fanart kisame About the author Louis Kemner (1777 Articles Published) More by Louis Kemner Kemner
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